GRANT SUBMISSIONS
PI: Cliff Coleman
Title: Transformation Center
Sponsor: Oregon Health Authority, State of Oregon

GRANT AWARDS
Site PI: Elizabeth Steiner, MD
Title: Improving empiric therapy in ambulatory care
Sponsor: OSU College of Pharmacy, originating from AHRQ

PI: Nick Gideonse, MD
Title: Physician Behavioral Health and Addiction Learning Lab – New Jersey (PBHALL-NJ)
Sponsor: Nicholson Foundation

PI: Ern Teuber, PhD
Title: Richmond Community Health Center
Sponsor: HRSA

PI: Ern Teuber, PhD
Title: Richmond Community Health Center Expanded Services
Sponsor: HRSA

CONFERENCE ATTENDANCE
Sondra Bloxam; Jennifer Hall, MPH; Debbie Cohen, PhD; David Cameron and Air Galper attended CCOS and Beyond: Health Care Payment Innovation on Sept. 23 in Portland.

Ben Pederson, MD, attended the AAFP Global Health Workshop Sept. 10-13 in San Diego.

PRESENTATIONS
Debbie Cohen, PhD

Jennifer DeVoe, MD, DPhil


Sonja Likumahuwa, MID, MPH; Tim Burdick, MD, FAAFP, FAW; Debbie Cohen, PhD; Jennifer DeVoe, MD, DPhil


Sonja Likumahuwa, MID, MPH; Jennifer DeVoe, MD, DPhil


John Muench, MD, MPH: Rebekah Schiefer, MSW, LCSW, and Demetrio Sanchez, MSW, LCSW


Demetrio Sanchez, MSW, LCSW


Rebekah Schiefer, MSW, LCSW, and Joe Skariah


Jim Winkle, MPH

J. Winkle (Sept. 2014). Implementing SBIRT into Primary Care. OHSU Physician Assistant Program. Guest lecture.

PUBLICATIONS

Debbie Cohen, PhD; Sara Keller, MSW, MPH


Jennifer DeVoe, MD, DPhil; Heather Angier, MPH
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Richard Deyo, MD, MPH


Rebecca Rdesinski, Deb Cohen & Allen Melnick


John Saultz, MD